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It is a picture book for children written by Ingrid Chabbert and illustrated by Guridi. It was translated from 

French by Antoine Tohma and it was published by Dar Samir Publishing House, Lebanon, 2015. 

The story that targets 4-6 year-olds, tells the tale of a wicked, big wolf, who lives  a lonely life in the forest, 

until he meets a courageous, stubborn little girl. The little girl is a reminder of a modern day Red Riding 

Hood, she offers the wolf – Wahshoun a book that makes a change in his life. 

We start with Red Riding Hood, who is carrying a book instead of a bread basket at the cover. Our eyes 

sink into the black monster's fur present before us like a lion. The internal cover brings us back to the 

monster's fur, which covers the two pages spread. We find on his fur an alarming red color, but as soon as 

we turn the page, Little Red Riding Hood sits at the bottom of the white page, reading her book calmly and 

reassuringly. This change raises in our minds the question and curiosity, and invites us to flip the pages to 

learn more. 

Through the narrator, the writer asks us to get to know the main character, Wahshoun, who looks like 

wolves. The illustrator invites us to the forest in which this monster lives, and allows us to see his tail and 

his paw prints, to tell that these are enough to tremble of fear of the harshest hearts. 

On the next page, we find a black monster staring at us yet the narrator reassures us that this monster "never 

ate, anyone",  and to make children calmer he says: "the monster did not even bite one duck’s leg." This 

feeds the imagination of the child who is fun-loving and eases the tension, such an introduction makes the 

child wonder why some people make up myths about beasts filling these tales with fear and mystery. 

Here we move to the world of Wahshoun, we get to know his personality, we move with the illustration to 

the image of the black beast sitting between the herbs carrying a flower that reminds us of the behavior of 

children who love nature, and avoid the world of adults and their cries and anger and means of punishment. 

The reader and the child sympathize with Wahshoun who "suits very much to avoid people." 

The writer and the illustrator continue to introduce us to the world of this beast. He spends his time in the 

forest alone enjoying the wild flowers, bathing freely in the river, and enjoying the colored butterflies, and 

is distracted by catching them. 

A romantic picture of the freedom that children yearn for without the restrictions imposed by the adult 

world by its reprimanding tones.  

"One day ...", the writer moves to a surprise that appeals to the child, "a soft voice suddenly awakened him 

from his dreams." This was the voice of a little girl, whose smallness was emphasized in the drawings by a 

contrast in the size and color of the two characters on the white page blank. The second character in the 

story, the girl's character is: "a small, lean girl, red is wrapped around her " and most importantly "there 

was no sign of fear looming in her black eyes." What would be the reaction Wahshoun (the beast) to this 

invasion to his life and privacy?. The narrator steps up to say: "Woe to her", which foreshadows escalation 

in the plot. 

Wahshoun the beast asks the girl hesitantly who she is, and when she does not care to  answer- he creates, 

as adults, a myth to extend his authority over the place. Without hesitation, he asserts to the girl: "This place 

is my home." Like children, the girl defies his authority with courage and innocence: "There is no sign of 



it," which shows that the myth lies. So the beast Wahshoun has to defend his myth, stubbornly "It is not 

important ... I want you to leave." It is another way to say I am strong and this place and therefore I am the 

author of the decision. 

But the girl is not convinced with this answer, and like children armed with innocence and love for 

knowledge, she asks: "Why? Are you evil?" 

So the tiny little girl does not care about the appearance of the huge beast or its black color. What matters 

to her is the heart of this beast. 

Washshoun tries to play the evil part "he took a deep breath, opened his jaws and howled," but the girl 

never even shook.  

The plot escalates and becomes interesting, as the Beast raises the tone of threat and intimidation: "If you 

do not leave, I will eat you: flesh and bone" the illustration over the page is of the wolf's mouth full of 

pointed teeth. This verbal threat may affect a person living in fear and defeat, but the little girl is indifferent 

to threats. 

He reveals his last weapon by pointing to his teeth but the little girl does not look, she is picking wild 

flowers and describes him as unkind, and here he changes his tactics and in victory asks her to leave. The 

girl looks at him defiantly and says: "you lose, I just wanted to be a friend," and then walks away, leaving 

at his feet "a book, an old worn-out book." Children do not care about the appearance of the book since it 

contains stories. 

This gift is a human gesture that carries the meanings of love and compassion. This gift throws Wahshoun 

into confusion as he has not received any gift in his life. The beast picks up the book and starts reading. 

This takes the reader to the heart of the plot, a moment of revelation, the moment of a coup d'état on his 

world being the same for Wahshoun had "discovered that friendship can be so enjoyable and precious." The 

narrator goes on to say " he felt like he was a fool”, then the feelings of remorse and loss are capitalized 

"the little girl is now far away." 

The plot here comes towards the end, and innocently, the writer reminds us that "this girl is stubborn, very 

stubborn." She returns the next day to surprise Wahshoun with the question: "Are you still unwilling to be 

my friend?" His answer is not ready despite the change in his thinking. Nature does not change its course 

so fast, despite the internal transformation. Washoun is still not ready, although he admits to himself that 

he is "a lonely monster in this world." Then the young girl tells him she will read the  book to him, there is 

an internal acceptance. But his immediate response comes in line with the qualities we have known of him. 

He is the authority that decides, this does not bother the girl who agrees immediately, saying to him: "what 

a coincidence, I also, I feel sleepy." This is a shift in the behavior of a stubborn girl’s personality, which 

gives in for friendship, this a warm moment reflected by brilliantly in illustration on the space of two pages 

of the book. On the last page, where his fur is, the illustrator leaves a white window in the shape of a heart 

that reflects the smile that comes from the depths of Wahshoun. But the writer tells us that it is unthinkable 

of Wahshoun to show the girl what is inside him. He is still, like the adults, obsessed with arrogance and 

his ego. 

The story can be understood on several levels, according to the reader’s age. The writer has succeeded in 

creating round chracters, interacting and changing with the plot till the resolution. The story reaches a  

happy ending in which the objective of the story is achieved. It is a story of befriending the other, along 

with a story about the role of stories in opening up isolation  and its importance to the development of the 

child's personality and understanding of the world around him. The text succeeds in raising the frequency 



of suspense and the illustrations complement the simplicity of the mystery and tension using the minimum 

colors and white space, pulling the reader to turn the pages willingly.  

If the Arabic was the writing language, then the style of the story will be much smoother. The language of 

translation is close to the children’s skills at that age. There are a number of new words that the child will 

ask their meaning wand then add to their vocabulary. 

The story does not end like the classic Little Red Riding Hood nor does it end like all folk tales, but the end 

is ambiguous yet suits the children intelligence in an era of TV channels and the Internet. 


